










NEW GRAMMAR FORMS IN WEBCOMICS 
Conversion of Movie-Style Techniques and the Renewal of Tradition 
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Based on the hypothesis that there are three major 
directions taken by modes of adaptation of web expression 
to manga, namely, 1) Forms that adopt vertical or 
horizontal scrolling; 2) Forms that dismantle the 
conventional manga grammar based on the double-page 
spread, and shift to a grammar based on the single-page 
display; and 3) Forms involving slide shows of still images, 
this joint study looked at vertical scrolling among the forms 
under category 1), and also 3), the slide show format, 
hypothesizing the kind of grammar suitable for these 
forms, and creating experimental works based on the 
hypothesized grammar. Research on vertical scrolling 
webcomics focused on how the movie-style techniques of 
Japanese manga were incorporated. The research showed 
that the main movie-style techniques realized in 
print—such as starting from normal eye level and then 
abruptly changing the angle in the subsequent panel, or 
radically altering the height of the panel to represent length 
of time—could be successfully transferred to the web. 
Another outcome of the research was the new hypothesis 
that vertical scrolling is better-suited to the transplantation 
of movie-style techniques than horizontal scrolling. It was 
also found that in horizontal scrolling, smooth eye 
movement for the reader could be retained by placing a 
central line, which serves as a reference for guiding the eye, 
roughly at the mid height of the screen, whereas in vertical 
scrolling, partitioning the screen into two halves to create 
the composition achieved an impression similar to having a 











示を原則とする広告のスライドショー形式   
 ②タブレットの表示形式に合わせ「見開き単位」の演出



























































































































神 戸 芸 術 工 科 大 学 紀 要「 芸 術 工 学 2 0 1 3 」 （ 共 同 研 究 ） 
 
を採用する。 

























































図 6）図 5に同じ 
図 7）図 5に同じ 
図 8）山路亮輔、『3・Pursuers』、2013 
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